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Abstract: A kinetic model for the olefins synthesis from dimethyl ether on zeolite HZSM-5 based
catalysts is developed. The model includes the reaction pathways for the synthesis of olefins from
oxygenates in the olefinic and aromatic cycles according to modern concepts of the dual-cycle reaction
mechanism. The kinetic parameters were determined for the time-stable hydrothermally treated
catalysts of various activities Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3, HZSM-5/Al2O3, and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3. The
kinetic parameters determination and the solution of the ordinary differential equations system were
carried out in the Python software environment. The preliminary estimation of the kinetic parameters
was carried out using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, and the parameters were refined using
the genetic algorithm. It is shown that reactions activation energies for different catalysts are close,
which indicates that the priority of the reaction paths on the studied catalysts is the same. Thus, the
topology of the zeolite plays a leading role in the determination of the synthesis routes, rather than
the nature of the modifying metal. The developed model fits the experimental data obtained in an
isothermal reactor in the range of temperature 320–360 ◦C, specified contact time 0.1–3.6 h*gcat/gC

with a relative error of less than 15%.

Keywords: kinetic modeling; light olefins; DME to olefins; HZSM-5 zeolite-based catalyst; dual-
cycle mechanism

1. Introduction

Ethylene and propylene are important semiproducts of the polymer industry for which
the demand is continuously increasing [1]. Traditional methods of propylene production
(steam cracking of hydrocarbons, propane dehydration) are energy-intensive and have
high CO2 emissions to the atmosphere. Moreover, modern propylene production capacity
is considered insufficient to meet the existing demand. In the future, this difference will
grow with the use of lighter raw materials for the steam cracking [2].

The production of olefins from alternative sources of carbon: methanol and/or DME
is being actively developed. The process of producing hydrocarbons from methanol on
zeolite catalysts was first described in the 1970s and has generated considerable commercial
and academic interest since then [3]. Valuable petrochemicals products from gas (natural,
associated, bio) and coal became available due to the development of technologies for
methanol production from synthesis gas.

The Methanol-to-Olefins (MTO) process was implemented on an industrial scale in
the early 2000s [4,5]. Over the last 20 years, technologies for the production of propylene
from methanol have been developed and implemented at various scales MTP (Methanol-to-
Propylene) by Lurgi (Frankfurt am Main; Germany) and DTP (Dominant-to-Propylene)—
Mitsubishi & JGC (Japan Gas Corp.) (Tokyo, Japan), Advanced MTO (MTO + Olefin
Cracking Process) by UOP/Total (Des Plaines; USA/ Courbevoie; France), DMTO—Dalian
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Institute of Chemical Physics (Dalian; China) (installations DMTO I, DMTO II, DMTO
III), SMTO by Synopec- (Beijing, China), FMTP (Fluidized bed methanol to propylene)—
Tsinghua University, China National Chemical Engineering Group Corporation and Anhui
Ainhuan Chemical (Beijing, Hefei; China) [4,6–8].

Despite the industrial realization, the scientific interest in studying the process has not
faded away. Currently, many works are published on the development of new catalysts,
the influence of physicochemical, structural properties of zeolites on the selectivity of
products, the study of reaction mechanism and catalyst deactivation, and the kinetics
study [9,10]. The collaborative efforts of scientists bring us closer to understanding the
process, but there is still no reliable kinetic model that can extrapolate process parameters
with acceptable accuracy.

The difficulties in developing a kinetic model for MTO- and MTP-processes are related
to the branching of chemical reactions and the wide range of products and intermediates.
An increase in the number of fitted parameters increases the variability of the resulting
sets; therefore, it is not possible to include all relevant parameters in the model at the
same time. In this case, the received values of kinetic parameters not only completely
lose their physical meaning but also lead to great errors in extrapolation (overfitting).
Thus, an infinitely large set of experimental data is needed for the unambiguous definition
of parameters.

Plenty of kinetic models have been proposed over the past 50 years. However, because
of the problems outlined above, authors have to decide, each time, which parameters
to consider, which can be generalized, and which can be neglected. Early works are
maximally formalized [11]. Since the 2000s, the proposed models include some features of
the mechanism, but to minimize the number of defined kinetic parameters, authors still
use the generalization method: combine in a single lump oxygenates, C2–C4 lower olefins
introduce a large number of formal reactions (e.g., direct formation of higher olefins from
oxygenates), ignore adsorption effects, and depart from the thermodynamic definition of
equilibrium constants [12–18]. In some cases, even negative activation energy values are
allowed [14,18,19]. However, the use of such approaches is a necessary measure.

In addition, there are several works where lumping models take into account some
mechanistic patterns. For example, Yuan, X. et al. propose a phenomenological model
whose reaction paths are based on a dual-cycle mechanism and take into account the process
of the SAPO-34 catalyst deactivation [20]. The autocatalytic nature of olefin formation
was reflected by Pérez-Uriarte, P. [21]. It is assumed that C2–C4 olefins are first formed as
primary products, which then initiate the additional formation of olefins from oxygenates,
which indirectly reflects the nature of the olefinic cycle.

Despite all the assumptions and approximations that have been made for phenomeno-
logical models, a relatively simple model that allows fit experimental points even in a
narrow temperature range with a relative error less than 20% has not yet been developed.
Even in the latest published works, the accuracy of the models is far from satisfactory. For
example, in the works of 2021, according to the correlation plots, the description error
exceeds 50% for a number of experimental points, even for the main components as DME
and C2–C4 olefins [22] or ethylene and butanes [16].

A microkinetic approach (single-event models) has been used to describe kinetics
in several articles. Park T. developed a model based on the oxonium-ylide mechanism
of the C–C bond formation, Kumar P. used the side-chain mechanism as the basis of the
model [23–25]. The model proposed by Standl S. reflects the current state of the art of olefin
methylation, H-transfer, and mutual transformations of olefins and oxygenates [26]. The
accuracy of the reaction kinetics description by microkinetic models is high, but single-
event models in practice are quite laborious. In the case of choosing of another catalyst
and changing its physicochemical properties, it is necessary to re-define all parameters
for estimation.

Recently, a review was published in which the existing kinetic models and approaches
to describe the kinetics of the reaction of olefins synthesis from oxygenates were com-
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pared [27]. It is concluded that even microkinetics are not sufficient to decode the complex-
ity of the branched reaction network and receive an accurate experiment description.

In this work, we have developed a lumping kinetic model that reflects the main routes
of the dual-cycle mechanism. This model does not contain formal reactions. The reactions
present have a chemical basis, and the kinetic parameters of these reactions correlate with
the literature data. In order to avoid formalism in the formation of the first C–C bond
describing, we have compiled a model for a catalyst operating in a stationary mode, in
which the hydrocarbon pool has already been formed and is quasi-stationary.

On the other hand, in contrast to microkinetic models, the developed model is charac-
terized by fewer equations and is easy to use in practice. We have shown that the developed
model can be used to describe the kinetics on a series of catalysts based on HZSM-5 zeolite.

2. Methodology for the Calculation of Kinetic Parameters

The initial data used results of experimental studies that were carried out in an isother-
mal reactor of a laboratory unit in flow mode within a temperature range of T = 320–360 ◦C,
P = 1 atm and a gas flow rate of 4–28 L/h (T = 20 ◦C, P = 1); catalyst load 0.5–1.0 g; speci-
fied contact time 0.1–3.6 h*gcat/gC on time-stable catalysts Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3, HZSM-
5/Al2O3, Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3 [28]; the catalysts are stable over time for 150 h [29,30].
Fraction of catalyst: 0.4–0.6 mm.

Under the selected conditions, there are no internal and external diffusion effects
and the reaction proceeds in a kinetic mode [29]. The main markers of the internal or
external limitation are: dependence of reaction rate on the decrease in the size of catalyst
particles and/or on the linear flow rate of the feed while maintaining the contact time of
the catalyst; low activation energies in the range (8–24 kJ/mol) [31]. Dependences of DME
conversion on the catalyst particle size and linear flow rate are given in the Supporting
Information (Figure S1). The absence of the influence of the flow rate on the conversion of
DME indicates the absence of external diffusion. The absence of a change in the conversion
of DME with a decrease in the catalyst size indicates the absence of internal diffusion.
The calculated values of activation energies are higher than 25 kJ/mol for all reactions
(Section 3, Table 1). Thus, the reaction proceeds in a kinetic mode.

The main products are methanol, alkenes C2–C4, alkanes C1–C4, and hydrocarbons
C5–C8.

The rate of consumption and formation of substances is represented by a system of
ordinary differential equations of the form:

dCi
dτ

= ∑nr
j=1 νi,jrj, (1)

where Ci—concentration of ith component, τ—specified contact time, nr—number of reac-
tions in the kinetic scheme, υi,j is the stoichiometric coefficient for i component in the step j
of the kinetic scheme, and rj is the expression for the reaction rate corresponding to step j.

Specified contact time was calculated as

τ =
mcat

G(CDME)
,

h · gcat

gC
, (2)

where mcat is the catalyst load, g, and G(CDME) is the mass flow of carbon in DME at the
reactor inlet, gC/h.

Reaction rate constants were estimated in Arrhenius form:

k j = Aje
−Ea j

RT , (3)

where kj, Aj, Eaj are the rate constant, the pre-exponential factor, and the activation energy of
the jth reaction, respectively, T—the temperature in K, R = 8.31 J·K−1·mol−1—the universal
gas constant.
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The kinetic parameters (pre-exponential factors Aj, activation energy Eaj, reaction
orders αi,j) of the best fit for the model have been determined by minimizing an error
objective function defined as:

Φ = ∑n
i=1 ∑Tm ∑τl

g(Ci(Tm, τl), Cexp
i (Tm, τl))→ min

A, Ea ,α
, (4)

where n—is the number of components in the kinetic scheme, Ci is the calculated con-
centration of the component at temperature Tm and specified contact time τl, Ci

exp is the
experimental value of the component concentration at temperature Tm and conditional
contact time τl; A, Ea are sets of pre-exponential factors and activation energies, α is a set of
estimated reaction orders by components.

In practice, the error is usually defined as the sum of squares of the absolute devia-
tions. However, in the case of this problem, such an approach allowed to describe only
components with a relatively high concentration (DME, methanol, water, C1–C4 olefins).
Therefore, the error was calculated as the sum of squares of the normalized absolute devia-
tions g, (Ci

exp(Tm)max—the maximum experimental value of the concentration of the ith at
temperature Tm):

g =

(
Ci(Tm, τl)− Cexp

i (Tm, τl)

Cexp
i (Tm)max

)2

. (5)

This approach made it possible to describe all components with equal priority, regard-
less of the absolute concentration.

The scipy.integrate.odeint solver was used to solve the system of ordinary differential
equations in the Python 3.8 software environment. To increase the accuracy of the model,
the minimization of the sum of square deviations was carried out sequentially using two
algorithms.

A preliminary evaluation of kinetic parameters was carried out using the Lowenberg-
Markwadt algorithm (scipy.optimize.leastsq). The initial activation energy values and the
pre-exponential factors were set equal to zero. The limitations of the parameters estimated
were: Aj > 0, Eaj > 0, αi,j ε [0, 2].

The numerical values of the kinetic parameters found in the primary approximation
using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm AL-M, EaL-M, αL-M were used as initial data for
their refinement using the genetic algorithm.

For the genetic algorithm in the Python 3.8 software environment, deap and elitism
libraries are used. The initial population parameter values were generated in the range A
ε [0.8*AL-M, 1.2*AL-M], Ea ε [0.8*EaL-M, 1.2*EaL-M], α ε [0.8*αL-M, 1.2α L-M], mutations were
allowed in the range A ε [0.001*AL-M, 1000*AL-M], Ea ε [0.1*EaL-M, 10*EaL-M], αi,j ε [0, 2].
Parameters of the calculation: population size = 500 individuals, crossover and mutation
probabilities = 0.9, number of individuals in the hall of fame = 20, crowding factor = 20.0.
After every 500 generations, the range of mutations changed to A ε [0.001*ABest, 1000*ABest],
Ea ε [0.1*EaBest, 10*EaBest], α ε [0, 2], where ABest and EaBest are the parameters of the best
individual in the population. The calculation was stopped when the sum of the square
deviations decreased by less than 2% over 500 generations.

The set of constants obtained by the genetic algorithm was optimized by the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm one more time and the result obtained was final.

An example of the Jupiter notebook worksheet is presented in Supplementary Materials.

3. Proposed Kinetic Model

The reaction network scheme of the proposed model and the reaction rate equations
are presented in Figure 1 and Table S1.
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Figure 1. Reaction network.

The presented reaction network reflects the main modern mechanistic concepts of the
reaction: olefinic (reactions 3–13) and aromatic (reactions 17–21) cycles [32]. The olefinic
cycle includes the reactions of olefins methylation (reactions 3–10), cracking (reactions 11
and 13) and dimerization (reaction 12). The reactivity of DME and methanol in methylation
reactions is considered to be different. The aromatic cycle includes the reactions of methy-
lation of aromatic intermediates C6 to C8 (reactions 17 and 18), dealkylation of aromatic
intermediate C8 with the formation of methane (reaction 20) and ethylene (reaction 21),
and the formation of aromatic product from aromatic intermediate C8 (reaction 19)

The reaction scheme assumes that ethylene is formed mainly from aromatic inter-
mediates C8, and propylene is formed from methycyclopentyl cations CP+ [33]. For the
replenishment of the intermediates of the hydrocarbon pool, it is assumed that the reactions
of propylene formation from methylcyclopentyl compounds (reactions 1 and 2) and the
formation of methycyclopentyl compounds from higher olefins—hexenes (reaction 14) are
reversible. The association of the aromatic and olefin cycle is represented by the reversible
reaction of the conversion of methylcyclopentyl intermediates into aromatic intermediates
(reactions 15 and 16).

The reactions for the alkane’s formation are represented as hydrogen transfer from
the active site of the catalyst surface to the corresponding olefin (reactions 23–26). The
formation of hydrogen adsorbed on the surface occurs in the aromatization reaction of
methylcyclopentyl compounds (reaction 15). Hydrogen participates not only in the reac-
tions of alkane formation but also in the dealkylation reaction of aromatic intermediate of
the C8 hydrocarbon pool with the formation of methane (reaction 20).

The reaction network includes neither the primary formation of the hydrocarbon pool
nor the formation of the first C–C bonds. The hydrocarbon pool inside the pores of zeolite
is assumed to be formed and the catalyst operates in a stationary mode

The model describes the formation and consumption of 14 components (Table S1):

• DME, methanol, water;
• Ethylene, propylene, butenes, pentenes, hexenes;
• Aromatics;
• Methane, ethane, propane, butanes, pentanes.

Aromatic ones are presented as C8H10. Olefins C4–C6 and alkanes C4–C5 are consid-
ered as a group of substances of n- and iso-structure [30].
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The model includes four intermediates: methylcyclopentyl cations CP+, aromatic
intermediates of the hydrocarbon pool C6 and C8, and hydrogen adsorbed on the catalyst
surface Z-H. The hydrocarbon pool components C6, C8, CP+ (highlighted in red in Figure 1)
are located inside the catalyst pores and are not detected in the gas phase at the reactor
outlet. All intermediates are considered quasi-stationary; therefore, their concentrations
are not included in the reaction rate equations.

The catalytic system was considered quasi-homogeneous. As the initial conditions,
it is assumed that at a specified contact time = 0 h*gcat/gC, DME with a concentration
of 0.046–0.061 mol/L is present in the system. In addition, to reflect the autocatalytic
nature of the oxygenates conversion to olefins, propylene was introduced as a component
of the hydrocarbon pool, which is adsorbed in the pores of the catalyst, in an amount of
0.0001 mol/L [21,33,34].

The reaction rate equations are compiled within the power-law dependence. The reac-
tion orders are the same as the molecular order for all reactions, except for the methylation
reactions of aromatic intermediates (reactions 17–18) and the reaction of alkanes synthesis
(reactions 24–27), the molecularity of which is higher than 3.

In the model, equilibrium reactions (reactions 1–2, 11–12, 15–16, and 17–18) are pre-
sented as independent forward and reverse reactions, since such components as hexenes,
aromatic intermediates, and methylcyclopentyl cations represent groups of isomers, for
which the equilibrium constants can differ significantly. In addition, the forward and
reverse reactions of DME hydration with the formation of methanol are presented as
independent (reactions 22–23). It is assumed that, in comparison with the rate of establish-
ment of thermodynamic equilibrium, the involvement of methanol and DME in the olefin
methylation reaction proceeds faster.

Since the kinetic experiment was performed on catalysts that are stable in time, the
model does not take into account the reactions responsible for the deactivation of the catalyst.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Estimated Kinetic Parameters

The kinetic parameters of best fit (activation energies and preexponential factors,
orders of reactions by components) for the number of zeolite catalysts Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3,
HZSM-5/Al2O3, Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3 are presented in Tables 1 and S2.

Table 1. Kinetic parameters for catalysts Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3, HZSM-5/Al2O3, Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3.

№
Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 HZSM-5/Al2O3 Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3

A* Ea, kJ/mol A* Ea, kJ/mol A* Ea, kJ/mol

Interconversion of hydrocarbon
pool intermediates

1. 2.02 × 105 98 1.60 × 104 87 1.11 × 105 97

2. The reaction does not proceed

Olefins methylation

3. 9.19 × 107 114 2.03 × 108 116 3.16 × 109 117

4. 1.09 × 1013 115 6.06 × 1013 121 4.67 × 1013 118

5. 3.90 × 109 78 1.27 × 108 57 8.09 × 109 73

6. 9.84 × 104 83 2.71 × 105 94 7.18 × 105 96

7. 1.96 × 107 45 2.66 × 107 42 6.01 × 107 41

8. 3.01 × 106 45 1.77 × 106 44 2.92 × 106 38

9. 1.90 × 107 38 3.18 × 107 37 1.55 × 108 35

10. 5.67 × 105 32 8.58 × 103 42 8.73 × 103 34

Olefins dimerization,
cracking

11. 2.61 × 1012 132 2.61 × 1012 121 2.61 × 1012 123

12. 8.10 × 109 72 2.01 × 1010 69 1.47 × 1010 72

13. 1.89 × 1011 122 2.64 × 1011 119 5.92 × 1011 120
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Table 1. Cont.

№
Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 HZSM-5/Al2O3 Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3

A* Ea, kJ/mol A* Ea, kJ/mol A* Ea, kJ/mol

Interconversion of hydrocarbon
pool intermediates

14. 1.90 × 108 85 5.36 × 108 86 3.69 × 108 86

15. 6.35 × 108 100 1.11 × 109 100 1.90 × 109 100

16. 6.34 × 108 100 1.11 × 109 100 1.90 × 109 100

Aromatics methylation
17. 4.72 × 1014 150 2.10 × 1014 144 2.47 × 1014 159

18. 8.48 × 1012 181 4.02 × 1013 179 1.39 × 1014 188

Aromatics formation 19. 5.32 × 104 100 3.51 × 104 97 2.34 × 104 92

Dealkylation of aromatic
intermediates

20. 8.55 × 104 102 8.84 × 104 102 9.38 × 104 99

21. 2.56 × 105 106 1.71 × 102 67 9.21 × 103 123

Reversible reaction of DME
hydration

22. 3.36 × 1012 111 3.55 × 1012 111 1.82 × 1013 107

23. 2.56 × 1011 91 2.47 × 1012 98 1.46 × 1012 89

Alkanes formation

24. 1.53 × 107 151 7.29 × 106 135 3.18 × 107 151

25. 1.83 × 106 74 1.72 × 106 73 3.05 × 106 77

26. 6.24 × 106 91 1.20 × 107 76 2.83 × 1012 139

27. 9.15 × 106 104 8.15 × 1011 167 5.32 × 1010 139

* The unit of A depends on the global order of reaction: mol1−n·Ln−1·s−1·(h*gcat/gC)−1
, where n—the global order of the reaction.

For studied hydrothermally treated catalysts the activation energy (Ea) values for each
reaction are close, which indicates that the priority of the reaction pathways for catalysts
based on HZSM-5 zeolite is the same; the chemistry of the process is determined by the
topology of the zeolite, rather than the nature of the modifying metal. On the other hand,
the value of the pre-exponential factor (A), which characterizes the activity of the catalyst, is
different. For example, the catalyst Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3 is the most active in the experiment,
the least active is Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 [28]. According to the model, the pre-exponential
factors decrease in the row Zr- > H- > Mg- for DME conversion reactions (reactions 3, 7, 9,
22). The exceptions are reactions 5 and 17, where the pre-exponential factors have close
values for all catalysts. Thus, the proposed model is well correlated with activity.

According to the assessment of the kinetic parameters, the reaction of the renewal of
the hydrocarbon pool through the formation of methylcyclopentyl cations from propylene
(reaction 2) has a preexponential factor close to zero and activation energy above 105 kJ/mol
for all catalysts. Thus, according to the proposed model, this reaction does not proceed and
the renewal of the methylcyclopentyl cations (and aromatic intermediates subsequently)
occurs only in the reaction of the hexenes conversion (reaction 14).

All reactions of hydrocarbons formation from intermediates as well as a number of
reactions of the intermediates interconversion have close activation energies 98–106 kJ/mol
(reactions 1, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21).

The activation energy of the olefins methylation reactions with DME and methanol
(reactions 3–10) decreases in the row Ethylene > Propylene > Butenes > Pentenes. For
example, for the Mg- catalyst the Ea values are 114, 78, 45, 38 kJ/mol for DME and 115,
83, 45, 32 kJ/mol for methanol. The obtained results are close to the values obtained in
experimental and theoretical studies of the olefins methylation [35–37].

Analysis of the values of the pre-exponential factor shows that the rate of ethylene
methylation with methanol (reaction 4) is higher than that with DME (reaction 3) for all stud-
ied catalysts. An inverse pattern is observed for propylene—it reacts with DME (reaction 5)
faster than with methanol (reaction 6). The relationship between ethylene and methanol is
clearly in Figure 2. The inflection point in the ethylene concentration and the maximum in
the methanol concentration corresponds to the contact time of 1.0–1.6 h*gcat/gC. At this
moment methanol is becoming active in the ethylene methylation reaction and therefore
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the ethylene concentration is increasing slowly (reaction 4). We observed the same inflec-
tion point during the experiment [28]. Thus, in this aspect, the proposed kinetic model is
quite accurate.
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The reaction rate of hexene cracking to propylene (reaction 11) is significantly higher
than the reaction rate of hexene cracking to ethylene and butenes (reaction 13). For ex-
ample, for Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 catalyst at 320 ◦C, the rate constants of hexene cracking
to propylene and to ethylene and butenes are 5.56 (h*gcat/gC)−1 and 3.59 (h*gcat/gC)−1,
respectively. The obtained result of modeling agrees with the study [34], which showed
that the cracking of hexenes to propylene on the HZSM-5 zeolite based catalyst is a priority
route of the reaction.

According to the results, the energy of activation of methylation of aromatic interme-
diate C6 with methanol is higher than DME. The activation energy of methylation of the
aromatic intermediate C6 with DME for the studied catalysts is 144–159 kJ/mol, which
is 30 kJ/mol less than the activation energy of the methylation with methanol. However,
theoretical studies using density functional theory indicate that the activation energies of
methylation of aromatic compounds with DME and methanol have similar values—126
and 125 kJ/mol, respectively, for methylbenzene [38]. This discrepancy with the theoretical
calculations is likely due to considering the two-stage reaction of the aromatic intermediate
C8 formation as one stage with the calculated reaction order with respect to oxygenate
equal to 1.49–2.00 (Table S2). Nevertheless, this approach to representing the hydrocarbon
pool interconversions makes it possible to fairly accurately describe the concentrations
of the main products of the aromatic cycle (ethylene, aromatic compounds C8H10, and
methane) and oxygenates.

The reaction of ethylene formation on the aromatic intermediate (reaction 21) is
the only reaction, the kinetic parameters of which differ significantly for the studied
catalysts. The activation energy of the reaction is increased in the row H-Mg-Zr-, while
the pre-exponential factor increases in the row H-Zr-Mg-. However, the rate constants
for all catalysts have similar values in the range from 1 × 10−4 (h*gcat/gC)−1 to 6 × 10−4

(h*gcat/gC)−1 for temperatures of 320–360 ◦C.
The reactions of methane, ethane, and propane formation (reactions 20, 24, 25) have

similar kinetic parameters for all catalysts studied in this work. However, in the reactions
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of butane and pentane formation (reactions 26, 27), both the activation energies and the
preexponential factors differ over a wide range. For example, for the reaction of butane
formation the variation range of the pre-exponential factor is 6 × 106–3 × 1012, and the
activation energy is 76–140 kJ/mol. Perhaps this is due to the influence of the nature of
the modifying metal on the hydrogen transfer reactions. In addition, formalism admitted
in the equations for alkanes formation could play a role. The nature of H-transfer is more
complex. Nevertheless, this approach allows describing alkanes with acceptable accuracy.

4.2. Modeling

Calculated and experimental dependencies of the concentrations of DME, methanol,
and water on specified contact time for Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 shown in Figure 3.
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The proposed model fits with good accuracy the concentrations of the main reagents
and products in a temperature range of 320–360 ◦C. The calculated curves are within the
range of the relative error of the experiment—10%.

Calculated and experimental dependencies of the C2–C6 olefins concentrations are
shown in Figures 4 and S1. The shape of the kinetic curves reflects the character of the
observed experimental dependences. The largest deviations, up to 30%, are in the range
of the specified contact times corresponding to the induction period of the reaction—for
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320 ◦C up to 1.0 h*gcat/gC for 360 ◦C up to 0.3 h*gcat/gC. The relative error in describing
the concentrations of substances at specified contact times of more than 1 specified is less
than 15%.
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The kinetic curves of ethylene formation have a characteristic induction period. How-
ever, according to calculations, it is not so clearly expressed in comparison with the
experimental data. One of the pathways for propylene formation is ethylene methylation;
the main pathways for the butenes and pentenes formation are the methylation of lower
olefins; therefore, a coarse fit of the induction period of ethylene may cause a coarse fit in
the description of propylene, butenes, and pentenes at low specified contact times. For
example, at a temperature of 320 ◦C and a specified contact time of 0.85 h*gcat/gC, the
relative error of the model for ethylene, propylene, butenes, and pentenes is 32.7, 21.8, 14.6,
and 17.7%, respectively, at specified contact times of 0.37–0.81 h*gcat/gC error for C2–C5
alkenes—less than 7%.

The proposed model does not accurately fit the concentration of hexenes (Figure S2),
which is related to the accepted simplifications in modeling. In the model, the group
of hexenes includes C7–C8 olefins, the composition of which was not experimentally
determined. Thus, all model errors accumulate in the description of hexenes.
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Figure 5 presents kinetic curves for aromatic compounds and methane. The model
considers these reactions as zero-order reactions, which matches with the linear nature of
the observed experimental dependencies.
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specified contact time at T = 320–360 ◦C. Catalyst Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3.

Figure S3 shows the kinetic curves of C2–C5 alkanes. Experimentally the concen-
trations of ethane-propane and butane-pentanes differ by orders of magnitude. For the
Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 catalyst, the reaction order with respect to ethylene α24 = 0 (Table S2),
thus the model fits the formation of ethane with a straight line, which matches with the
observed experimental dependence. At the same time, for other catalysts, the reaction
order α24 is not zero: 0.09 for HZSM-5/Al2O3 and 0.27 for Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3. The reac-
tion orders with respect to the corresponding olefin for the formation of propane α25 and
pentanes α27 are in a narrow range: 1.29–1.39 and 0.43–0.59, respectively, for the studied
catalysts. The largest variation of the calculated reaction order is for the butane formation
reaction α26 = 0.86–1.2, which indicates that a real route of alkane formation and the route
in the model are different. In general, a formal approach to the description of alkanes
through the corresponding olefins makes it possible to model kinetic curves close to the
experimental points.

The shape of simulated kinetic curves fitted the experimental data obtained at different
temperatures for HZSM-5/Al2O3 and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3 does not differ from the character
shape of the kinetic curves for Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 presented above; therefore, they are
presented in the Supporting Information (Figures S4–S6).

4.3. Assessment of Model Accuracy and Applicability

The model’s accuracy was evaluated on the analysis of correlation graphs plots,
coefficient of determination (R2), Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC), and the analysis
of variance (Table 2) [39–42]. Sums of squares for the lack of fit ϕf, pure experimental error
ϕe, their corresponding variances Sf, Se, and the degrees of freedom νf, νe are presented in
Table S3.
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Table 2. Coefficient of determination (R2), Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) for correlation
between experimental and calculated data, and variance analysis of the model.

Criteria Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 HZSM-5/Al2O3 Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3

R2 0.996 0.992 0.995

PCC 0.998 0.996 0.998

Sf/Se 0.55 0.83 0.64

F0.05(νf,νe) 1.25 1.21 1.28

Significance test
Sf/Se < F0.05(νf,νe) valid valid valid

Correlation plots of experimental and calculated concentrations of oxygenates and C2–
C6 olefins (the most significant components) for Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3 are given in Figure 6,
for other components—in Figure S7. Taking into account the error of the experiment (10%),
we accepted and indicated on correlation plots the possible deviation of the model results
from the experimental data—15%.
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Within the studied range of temperatures and specified contact times the proposed
model allows to describe the main components of the system with an accuracy of at least
85%, which is an outstanding result for lumping models. The highest deviations are
observed for the hexenes; as mentioned above it is due to the setting of the experiment and
the integration of the higher olefins C7–C8 into the group of hexenes.

For HZSM-5/Al2O3 and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3 catalysts, the accuracy of experimental
data description is also quite high—85% for basic components (oxygenates, olefins C2–C5)
(Figure S8).

The applicability of the model was evaluated on analysis of the determinant coefficient
R2 and the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) (Table 2). For all studied catalysts, these
coefficients are more than 0.99, which indicates a good correlation between the calculated
values and the experimental data. The ratio of variance Sf/Se is 0.55–0.83, which is below
the critical value of the Fischer distribution function F0.05(νf,νe)—1.21–1.28 [43]. So, the
component of the variance due to lack of fit is small when compared with the variance of the
experiment error. Thus, the lack of fit is not significant and the model has a good accuracy
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and predictive power. The best results of the simulation were achieved for Mg-HZSM-
5/Al2O3, the biggest errors arise when describing the experiment on HZSM-5/Al2O3.

5. Conclusions

A kinetic model of DME conversion to lower olefins is developed. The model includes
the main reaction routes according to modern concepts of the dual-cycle mechanism. The
model describes the experimental data obtained on time-stable catalysts based on zeolite
HZSM-5: Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3, HZSM-5/Al2O3, and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3 at atmospheric
pressure and temperatures T = 320–360 ◦C. The model characterizes the effect of the reaction
conditions (catalyst, temperature, specified contact time) over the product distribution. It
allows modelling the concentration of most components (oxygenates, olefins C2–C5, alkanes
C1–C6, and arenas C8H10) with an accuracy of at least 85%. The largest errors are observed
for hexenes. It is associated with simplifications in modeling. The found numerical values
of the activation energies for different catalysts are close, and the differences in the values
of the preexponential factor adequately reflect the change in catalyst activity. According to
the developed model, the priority of the reaction paths for the studied catalysts is the same,
which indicates a significant influence of the zeolite topology on the process.

Calculated activation energies for olefins methylation reactions are close to the litera-
ture data. However, the activation energies of aromatic intermediate methylation reactions
do not agree with the results of calculations of other researchers, due to the simplification
of these reactions in order to minimize the parameters to determine.

The accuracy of the modelling is confirmed by statistical methods of analysis. It is
shown that the determination coefficient R2 and the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)
have a value above 0.99, which confirms a good correlation between the calculated values
and experimental data. The ratio of the variances of sums of squares for the lack of fit and
experimental error is below the critical value of the Fisher distribution at the significance
level α = 0.95, which indicates the high accuracy of the model and its predictive power.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/catal11121459/s1, Figure S1: Dependence of DME conversion on the catalyst particle size (A)
and linear flow rate (B). T = 320 ◦C. Catalyst Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3. Table S1: Reactions and equations
of reaction rates; Table S2: Reaction orders with respect to the component; Figure S2: Calculated and
experimental dependencies of the hexenes concentrations on specified contact time at T = 320–360 ◦C.
Catalyst Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3; Figure S3: Calculated and experimental dependencies of the concen-
trations of ethane (A), propane (B), butanes (C), and pentanes (D) on the specified contact time at
T = 320–360 ◦C. Catalyst Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3; Figure S4: Calculated and experimental dependencies
of the concentrations of DME (A), methanol (B), and water (C) on the specified contact time at
T = 320 ◦C. Catalysts HZSM-5/Al2O3 and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3; Figure S5: Calculated and experimen-
tal dependencies of the concentrations of ethylene (A), propylene (B), butenes (C), pentenes (D), and
hexenes (E) on specified contact time at T = 320 ◦C. Catalysts HZSM-5/Al2O3 and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3;
Figure S6: Calculated and experimental dependencies of the concentrations of ethylene aromatics
C8H10 (A), methane (B), ethane (C), propane (D), butane (E), and pentane (F) on specified contact
time at T = 320 ◦C. Catalysts HZSM-5/Al2O3 and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3; Figure S7: Correlation of
calculated and experimental concentrations of aromatics C8H10 and methane (A), alkanes C2–C5 (B).
T = 320–360 ◦C. Catalyst Mg-HZSM-5/Al2O3; Figure S8: Correlation of calculated and experimental
concentrations of oxygenates, aromatic compounds C8H10 and methane (A), olefins C2–C6 (B), alka-
nes C2–C5 (C). T = 320–360oC. Catalysts HZSM-5/Al2O3 and Zr-HZSM-5/Al2O3; Table S3: Variance
analysis for the kinetic model; Notebook_example: an example of Jupiter notebook worksheet.
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